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TRANSONIC WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE MANEUVER POTENTIAL
OF THE NASA SUPERCRITICAL WING CONCEPT
PHASE I
James B. Hallissy and Theodore G. Ayers
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
The first phase of a wind-tunnel investigation to evaluate a series of
wings designed to demonstrate the maneuver potential of the NASA supercritical
airfoil concept has been conducted at Mach numbers from 0.60 to 0.975 with an
F-111 airplane model. Both conventional and supercritical wing designs for sev-
eral planform configurations were investigated with wing sweep angles from 16.0C
to 72.5°, depending on Mach number and wing configuration.
The test results indicated that the supercritical wing configurations
exhibited substantially lower drag levels at transonic maneuvering conditions
and significantly higher drag-divergence Mach numbers at cruise lift coeffi-
cients than did the conventional configurations of the same planforms. The
supercritical wing configurations generally had more negative pitching-moment
coefficients than did the conventional configurations of the same planform, but
there was little difference in longitudinal stability for low wing sweep angles
and Mach numbers below drag divergence. Aerodynamic range factor maximums for
the supercritical wing configurations evaluated in this phase of the investiga-
tion were somewhat lower than for the conventional wing configurations of the
same planform.
INTRODUCTION
The emphasis on fighter aircraft capable of achieving high maneuver load
factors for air-to-air combat at high subsonic speeds has created a need for
basic research in the areas of buffet and high-lift drag at transonic speeds.
The stringent requirements placed on these aircraft are such that methods must
be found to reduce the drag and buffeting associated with shock-induced
boundary-layer separation of the wing flow at high maneuvering lift coeffi-
cients. Although twist, camber, and sweep have a favorable effect on the wing
flow characteristics, as do maneuver strakes, the use of these design methods
alone does not fully solve the basic supercritical-flow problem.
Two-dimensional wind-tunnel test results obtained for integral supercriti-
cal airfoils have indicated that substantial improvements in aircraft perfor-
mance at high subsonic speeds might be achieved by special shaping of the air-
foil to improve the supercritical flow above the upper surface. Significant
increases in the drag-rise Mach number, the maximum lift coefficient for buffet
onset, and the Mach number for buffet onset at a given lift coefficient have
been demonstrated for the supercritical airfoil, as compared with an NACA
6-series airfoil of comparable thickness. (See ref. 1.) Corroborative results
from three-dimensional wind-tunnel and flight tests are presented in refer-
ences 2 to 5.
Because these indicated extensions of the buffet boundaries could provide
significant improvements in the maneuverability of a fighter airplane, the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) initiated an exploratory
wind-tunnel investigation to define the aerodynamic improvements that could
result from direct substitution of a supercritical airfoil on a variable-wing-
sweep multimission airplane model. Results of this investigation are presented
in reference 6.
Following the exploratory investigation of reference 6, NASA, in a coopera-
tive effort with the General Dynamics Corporation, initiated a wind-tunnel pro-
gram to demonstrate the aerodynamic advantages in aircraft maneuverability that
could be realized through application of supercritical airfoil technology to the
F-111 airplane. In anticipation of an eventual full-scale flight validation of
the wind-tunnel results, program objectives and constraints were established for
a. practical design. The objectives of the program were as follows: (1) To max-
imize the transonic maneuver capability of the F-111 without degrading cruise
performance,.(2) to minimize penalties on the sea-level dash and supersonic per-
formance, and (3) to maintain existing F-111 take-off and landing performance.
The design constraints imposed on the configuration generally limited major air-
frame modifications to the outboard wing panels and the wing glove. The new
wing design was to be a practical wet-wing configuration with a high-lift system
capable of providing satisfactory landing and take-off characteristics. Modifi-
cations to the glove lines were permitted only as far forward as the crew escape
module, which could not in any way be altered. The new wing was to be designed
within the structural and'physical limits of the existing wing pivot and carry-
through structure. Extensions of the wing chord forward of those for the basic
wing were limited by stability requirements, whereas rearward chord extensions
and maximum wing sweep angles were restricted by the tailplane and fuselage
structural geometry. The F-111 airplane was selected for this program because
its outer wing panel was easily replaced and its variable-sweep wing provided
capability for a wide flight envelope, including sea-level supersonic flight,
transonic maneuvering, and flight speeds exceeding Mach 2. The variable sweep
capability allowed the leading edge to be swept behind the Mach line, thereby
minimizing possible drag penalties associated with the large leading-edge radius
of the supercritical airfoil in supersonic flow.
The present report has been prepared to document the first phase of the
wind-tunnel development program associated with the full-scale flight demonstra-
tion of the maneuver potential of supercritical wings.
" " SYMBOLS
. The results presented herein are referred to the body-axis system, with the
exception of the lift and drag coefficients which are referred to the stability-
axis .system. The moment center is located at fuselage station 56.688 (0.45cref)
on the model reference line. Data coefficients for all configurations are based
on the geometry of the model with wing planform B and with a leading-edge sweep
angle of 16.0°. . !
b wing span, cm
c wing local chord, cm
cr wing root chord, at model center line, cm
c^ wing tip chord, cm
c wing mean aerodynamic chord, cm
°ref reference mean aerodynamic chord (planform B), 13-310 cm
Cjj drag coefficient, Drag/qSref .
CL lift coefficient, Lift/qSref
Cm pitching-moment coefficient about moment center,
Pitching mbment/qSrefcref
L/D lift-drag ratio, CL/CD
M free-stream Mach number
q free-stream dynamic pressure, N/cm?
S wing area, including fuselage intercept, cm?
sref wing reference area, including fuselage intercept, 974.03 cm?
t/c ratio of wing thickness to wing chord
w/w average duct internal mass-flow ratio
CO
x distance aft of wing leading edge, measured in direction parallel to
wing reference plane
y distance outboard of model's vertical plane of symmetry
z distance above wing reference plane, measured in direction perpendic-
ular to wing reference plane ' ,
ot angle of attack, referred to wing reference plane ( + 1° with' respect
to model reference line), deg
6h horizontal-tail deflection angle, referred to wing reference plane
(positive when trailing edge is down), deg
A wing leading-edge sweep angle, deg
Subscripts:
i internal
1 lower surface
max maximum value .
min minimum value
u upper surface
Abbreviations :
B.L. buttock line
F.S. fuselage station
Model-component designations:
basic F-111 D fuselage with Triple Plow II inlet cowl; aft fuselage
lines refaired to accommodate sting and annular engine nozzles
basic F-111 glove; leading-edge sweep of 70.0°
glove for wing W^; double delta with leading-edge sweep of
70.0°/66.2°
glove for wing V^l similar to glove 643 but refaired around wing root
to match supercritical airfoil contours
glove for supercritical wings W^, W^, and Wg^; leading-edge sweep
of 70.0°
650 glove for conventional wings W^ and V-iQ', leading-edge sweep of 70.0°
HI 3 F-111 horizontal stabilizer
lyj double-cone translating inlet spike for proper mass flow at M = 1.2
No2 modified F-111 nozzles with subsonic-transonic nozzle plug b;
- 0.8 at M = 0.8
modified F-111 nozzles with subsonic-transonic nozzle plug c;
- 0.7 at M = 0.8
modified F-111 nozzles with subsonic-transonic nozzle plug d;
«. 0.6 at M = 0.8
V29 basic F-111 twin ventral fins
basic F-111 vertical stabilizer
Wx outboard wing panel (see figs. 3 to 5 and tables 1 to 11)
infrared detector mounted on top of vertical stabilizer
dorsal antenna forward of vertical stabilizer
fuselage-nacelle fairing to smooth model cross-sectional area
distribution
MODEL DESCRIPTION
The general arrangement of the airplane model used for this investigation
is shown in figure 1, and model photographs are presented as figure 2. The
baseline configuration was a 1/24-scale model of the F-111 D airplane, with an
inboard wing pivot located longitudinally at fuselage station 51.610 cm and lat-
erally 7.WO cm outboard of the model plane of symmetry. Provisions were made
for manually varying the leading-edge sweep angles of the outboard wing panels
from 16.0° to 72.5°. The wing incidence angle could be varied at the pivot,
from -1° to -3° with respect to the model reference plane, although for the pres-
ent investigation the wing incidence angle was a constant 1°.
Eleven wing configurations were investigated in addition to the.basic F-111
wing (1*29). Design variables for these wings included planform, tip shape, and
airfoil section. Details of the alternate wing planforms - designated "A,"
"A-1," "B," and "C" - are shown in figures 3 and H, and a summary of wing geo-
metric characteristics is presented in table 1. Because of the emphasis on
increased maneuverability, the planform area of these alternate wings was
increased from that of the basic wing, and the span and aspect ratio were
decreased accordingly so as to limit bending moments at the wing pivot to the
allowable stress levels for the existing wing pivot and carry-through structure.
Because the physical depth at the pivot station was held constant for all wings,
the longer chords of the alternate planform wings, as compared with the basic
wing, resulted in lower wing thickness ratios. These longer chords also
restricted the maximum sweep angle because of physical interference with the
tailplane and fuselage structure. (Refer to table 1.) Geometric details of
planforms A and A-1 were the same except for their position relative to the
pivot; planform A-1 was, for stability reasons, moved 0.30 m (full scale) aft
relative to the pivot such that its leading edge coincided with the leading edge
of the basic F-111 wing.
The tip planform shape for wing W^ was varied as shown in figure 5. The
round tip shape of wing W^2 was also incorporated into conventional wing W^-j,
whereas a square tip shape was used for all wings with planforms A-1, B, and C,
except wing W^a (planform A-1, round tip). Coordinates for these wing-tip
planform shapes are given in table 2.
Supercritical airfoil configurations with planforms A, A-1> B, and C were
investigated. In order to separate planform effects from airfoil effects, con- •
ventional airfoil configurations with planforms A, A-1, and B were investigated
in addition to the basic F-111 wing configuration. The supercritical wing con-
figurations utilized a twist distribution having more washout at the tip than
the conventional wings of the same planform. (See table 1.) It should be noted
that local incidence angles for the supercritical wings are defined by a refer-
ence line which passes through the leading edge and bisects the airfoil at the
35-percent-chord station. All wing incidence angles shown in table 1 are speci-
fied relative to the wing reference plane (+1° for this investigation). Tabu-
lated airfoil coordinates for all wings tested are presented in tables 3 to 11.
. Following preliminary analyses of the data presented herein, wing W^ij
(planform B, supercritical airfoil) was selected for further development test-
ing. A series of minor changes to the wing surface contours were made to reduce
or eliminate local flow irregularities that were identified through pressure
measurements and flow visualization using the techniques established in refer-
ence ?• The resulting configuration was designated "W^g," and its airfoil
geometry is tabulated in table 7.
The wide variation in wing geometry required the use of several different
glove shapes. A double-delta glove configuration, shown in figure 3> was used
with planform A wings to accommodate their forward leading-edge location. The
break in the glove leading edge occurred just aft of the crew escape module.
Glove contours near the wing-glove leading-edge intercept were slightly differ-
ent for the supercritical wings than for the conventional wings because of the
larger leading-edge radius of the supercritical airfoil. Except for these dif-
ferences, the external lines of the various gloves were the same.
The model was equipped with flow-through ducts and interchangeable nozzle
plugs to allow variation of the mass-flow ratio. A cross-sectional area distri-
bution for the wind-tunnel model with 100-percent-capture-ratio area removed is
shown in figure 6.
Early in the test program, a fuselage side fairing - designated X-jgg and
shown in figure 7 - was added to smooth the cross-sectional area distribution
and to reduce the pressure gradients near the wing cusp. This fairing remained
on the model for the tests with wings W^2> ^32a> ^32b> anc* ^ 32c> anc* ^or some
configurations with wing W^-). The reader is cautioned to note the presence or
absence of this fairing, as indicated in the figure legend or key.
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES
Facility
The investigation was conducted in the NASA Langley 8-foot transonic pres-
sure tunnel, which is a single-return tunnel having a rectangular slotted test
section to permit continuous operation through the transonic speed range. The
. stagnation temperature and dew point were maintained at values sufficient to
.avoid condensation effects throughout the test.
Boundary-Layer Transition
Transition was fixed on the model with 0.25-cm-wide bands of carborundum
grit sized according to the procedures established in reference 8. Transition
strips were located on the fuselage 3-8 cm aft of the nose with No. 120 carbo-
rundum grit; transition strips were located on the ventral fins, the horizontal
and vertical tails, and the exterior portions of the engine inlets 1 cm aft of
their respective leading edges with No. 150 carborundum grit. Transition on the
model wing was fixed with one of several grit patterns designated as types a, b,
c, d, e, and f, which are shown in figure 8.
For most configurations the wing-upper-surface boundary-layer trip was
located near the leading edge, as in type b transition. Flow-visualization
studies conducted with various upper-surface trip locations indicated that
attached laminar flow could generally be maintained on the wing upper surface
ahead of an aft-located trip for conditions which produced supercritical flow.
At these conditions, however, some laminar separation was observed ahead of the
trip on the inboard portions of the wing. Based on these observations, the
development work on the selected wing configuration was conducted with the wing-
upper-surface transition locations shown as types c, d, e, and f in figure 8 for
free-stream Mach numbers of 0.80 and above. For these transition types, trips
on the inboard region of the wing were located about 5 percent chord at the wing-
glove juncture and angled rearward to intersect the aft trip at a point 5.1,
7.6, and 10.2 cm outboard of the wing-glove juncture for wing sweeps of 16.0°,
26.0°, and 30.0°, respectively. For the 35.0° sweep configuration with the
selected wing, flow-visualization results showed the wing shock to be swept for-
ward of the aft-trip location near the wing tip at a Mach number of 0.90. In
order to reduce the potential for shock-induced separation at these conditions,
the trip was angled forward near the tip (type f transition), thus insuring a
turbulent boundary layer at the shock location.
For the high-sweep configurations, the trips were placed near the wing
leading edge on both upper and lower surfaces (type a transition) because
attached laminar flow could not be maintained to a trip location determined by
the method of reference 9-
For all rearward trip locations, the model surface was kept exceptionally
smooth to maintain laminar flow ahead of the trip, as required by the method of
reference 9-
Measurements
Six-component static aerodynamic force and moment measurements were
obtained by means of an electrical strain-gage balance located within a fuselage
cavity. Total and static pressures were measured at the exit of both ducts to
determine internal duct drag and mass-flow ratio. Additional pressures were
measured at the fuselage base and nozzle-exit plug bases. Data were obtained
at Mach numbers from 0.60 to 0.975, at'angles of attack up to about 20°, and for
Reynolds nunlber per meter from 13 * 10° to 18 x 10". The angle of sideslip was
zero throughout the investigation.
Corrections
The drag coefficient CD has been corrected for internal flow through the
ducts. The internal drag correction applied to the data is presented with the
corresponding mass-flow ratios in figure 9. The drag data have also been
adjusted to the condition of free-stream static pressure acting over the fuse-
lage cavity and nozzle-exit plug bases. The measured angles of attack have been
corrected for tunnel-flow angularity and for model-support sting and balance
deflections occurring upstream of the angle measurement device as a result of
aerodynamic loads on the model.
Because of the high loads imposed on the model during this investigation
and the need to obtain data at angles of attack where severe model buffeting
occurred, a model-sting arrangement was chosen in which the sting diameter was
increased by a tapered section immediately aft of the model base. The proxim-
ity of sting taper to the model base produced a positive pressure field which
affected the axial and pitching-moment measurements at subsonic and transonic
speeds. No attempt was made to correct the drag data or the pitching-moment
data for this pressure gradient; therefore, these data are invalid insofar as
absolute values are concerned. The buoyancy effects, however, would be the same
for all configurations having the same wing sweep, and the incremental drag val-
ues are therefore judged to be accurate.
PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
The results of this investigation are presented in the following figures:
Figure
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of model:
A = 16.0° for -
Configuration with wing W^-] 10
Configuration with wing W^g 11
A = 26.0° for -
Configuration with wing Wgi 12
Configuration with wing W^2 13
Configuration with wing W^2a ^
Comparison of configurations with wings V^g, Wgg, and V-^Q 15
Comparison of configurations with wings V^g, W^ij, W^g, and W^y ... 16
Configuration with wing W^ ijg 17
A
 = 30.0° for -
Comparison of configurations with wings W2g, W^ft, and V^Q 18
Comparison of configurations with wings V^g, W^ij, W^, and Wgy ... 19
A = 35.0° for -
Configuration with wing W^6 20
Comparison of configurations with wings W^ jj, W^, and Wgy ....... 21
Configuration with wing W^ ijg 22
A = 45.0° for -
Configuration with wing
A
 =
 Amax for -
Configuration with wing W2g, A = 72.5° 24
Configuration with wing W31, A = 63.7° 25
Figure
Configuration with wing W^i A = 63.7° ........... • • • • 26
Configuration with wing W36, A = 58.0° ........... ;! . . . 27
Comparison of configurations with wings W^, A = 58.0° and A
wing Wo7, A = 51.8° .................. /.'/) ... 28
Effect of fuselage side fairing XT 53 on the longitudinal aerodynamic \
characteristics of model with wing Wo-|:
A = 26.0° ........................ '. . ' ..... 29
A = 63.7° .......................... / . . . . . . 30
Effect of wing-tip planform on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
of model with wing W, A = 26.0° ........ ..... . ..... 31
Effect of horizontal-tail deflection on longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of model with wing W2» A = 26.0° .......... 32
Effect of internal mass-flow ratio on longitudinal aerodynamic ',
characteristics: ;
Configuration with wing V^n, A = 26.0° .......... I ..... 33
Configuration with wing V, A = 26.0° ................ 34
Summary of longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics:
Variation of Cm with M, A = 26.0°, for -
CL = 0.465 ............................. 35
CL = 0.670 ......................... .... 36
Variation of CD with M, A = 26.0°, for -
CL = 0.465 ................ ............. 37
CL = 0.670 ................ . ............ 38
Variation of M(L/D)max with M, A = 26.0° ............. 39
Variation of CD>min with M, A = Amax 40
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Aerodynamic design objectives of primary interest in the present investiga-
tion were to increase transonic maneuverability and to obtain cruise efficiency
equal to or better than the basic configuration. The maneuver condition of
interest was specified as a load factor of 5.5g, a Mach number of 0.90, and an
altitude of 3048 m which corresponds to CL = 0.670. The subsonic cruise condi-
tion was specified as CL = 0.465 at an altitude of 10 668 m. Discussion of
the test results has been centered about these two flight conditions.
The scope of this investigation was such that the acquisition of horizontal-
tail-effectiveness data for all configurations throughout the test envelope was
prohibitive, and only very limited data were obtained (fig. 32). Because the
tail-deflection data are limited and because the effects of the pressure gradi-
ent resulting from the proximity of the sting taper are unknown, no attempt has
been made to provide trimmed drag data for this report.
Early in the test program, flow-visualization studies using the fluorescent-
oil film technique described in reference 7 revealed some minor boundary-layer
separation in the wing lower-surface cusp region adjacent to the fuselage. A
possible cause was the superposition of the adverse pressure gradient normally
found in that region of the supercritical airfoil's lower surface on the pres-
sure gradients associated with a local fuselage indentation. (Refer to figs. 1
and 7.) The flow field was further complicated by the presence of low energy
air from the inlet boundary-layer plow. In an attempt to reduce the severity of
this separation, a fuselage side fairing (X-^g) was added to the model, as shown
in figure 7. The fairing was relatively ineffective, however, and was later
removed. Most of the data presented herein are for configurations without the
fairing. In order to provide readers with incremental values, data are pre-
sented in figures 29 and 30 for the model with and without the fairing for wing
sweep angles of 26.0° and 63.7°, respectively.
Pitching-Moment Characteristics
The measured pitching-moment coefficients for the various wings utilized in
this investigation are summarized for a wing sweep angle of 26.0° in figures 35
and 36 for lift coefficients of 0.465 and 0.670, respectively. As would be
expected, the aft-loading characteristics of the supercritical airfoils produced
more negative pitching moments than did the conventional airfoils for wing con-
figurations of the same planform. A comparison of the pitching-moment coeffi-
cient slopes /Cm \ from the basic data (figs. 12 to 17) indicates that, for
Mach numbers below their respective drag divergence and for a wing sweep angle
of 26.0°, the supercritical wing configurations exhibited stability comparable
to or slightly .less than for the corresponding conventional wing configuration.
All of the wings tested exhibited pitching moments that were generally unstable
or neutrally stable for the selected center-of-gravity location at cruise flight
conditions and wing sweep angles of 16.0°, 26.0°, and 30.0°. Stability levels
for the low-sweep configurations with wings Wo-j and Wo2 (planform A) were not
acceptable for a flight vehicle; consequently, these wings were given no further
consideration in the development program. This unacceptable stability level was
overcome by positioning the wing panels farther aft on the airframe and by elim-
inating the additional glove area required by the planform A configuration.
This new planform was designated planform A-1.
Cruise Drag Characteristics
The drag characteristics of the wings used in the present investigation are
summarized in figure 37 for a wing sweep angle of 26.0° and a cruise lift coef-
ficient of 0.465. The aerodynamic range factors M(L/D)max for the various
wings are presented in figure 39. In all cases the alternate wing configura-
tions exhibited higher cruise Mach numbers than the basic configuration
Drag-divergence Mach numbers ranged from about 0.76 for wing configuration
to 0.89 for wing configuration W32- 1° every case where the comparison is
available, the supercritical wing configurations V^, V^n, and 1^ 37 showed a sig-
nificantly higher drag-divergence Mach number than did the conventional wing
configurations of the same planform (Wg-j, 11/35, and W-$Q, respectively). The sub-
10
sonic drag levels of the supercritical wings, however, were higher than for the
corresponding, conventional configurations . This higher subsonic level , coupled
with the drag creep associated with early supercritical airfoil designs, resulted
in lower maximum values of aerodynamic range factor for these supercritical con-
figurations than for the conventional configurations, even though the cruise Mach
numbers were significantly higher. Analyses of data for the various tip shapes
on the planform A supercritical wing (fig. 3D indicate higher maximum range fac-
tors for the round-tipped configuration (W^ ) • Practical considerations for a
leading-edge high-lift system, however, favored development of a square-tip con-
figuration. Through additional refinement and testing of the planform B super-
critical wing (resulting in the designation W^g) , the maximum range factors were
improved to a level nearly equal to that of the basic wing V^g. In addition, the
Mach number at which the range factor reached its maximum was 0.10 higher for
wing W^ijg than for wing
It should be noted that the drag creep exhibited by these supercritical
wings is typical of configurations based on early supercritical airfoil designs.
More recently, two-dimensional tests of an improved supercritical airfoil have
shown that the drag creep has been almost completely eliminated (ref. 10).
Maneuver Drag Characteristics
The drag characteristics at the maneuver lift coefficient of 0.670 are sum-
marized in figure 38 for a sweep angle of 26.0°. The trends are similar to those
for the cruise lift coefficient, that is, the supercritical wing configurations
have significantly lower drag levels than the conventional configurations at the
Mach numbers where extensive supercritical flow exists over the wings but have
higher subsonic drag levels than the corresponding conventional configurations.
For the 0.90 Mach number maneuver condition, with 26.0° wing sweep, the
alternate conventional wing configurations (W^-j, W^g, and W^s) exhibited some-
what lower drag levels than did the basic configuration. Of these configura-
tions, wing Wo-| showed the lowest drag level, a 25-percent reduction from the
basic configuration, with wings W^g and V-^Q showing considerably smaller drag
reductions (less than 7 percent). The supercritical wing configurations showed
significantly greater drag reductions than any of the alternate conventional
wings. The configuration with wing W^2 showed a reduction in drag coefficient
of 0.0520, or 43 percent, relative to the untrimmed drag level of the basic con-
figuration. Supercritical wing Wgy and the refined wing W-$ne exhibited somewhat
smaller drag reductions of 37 percent and 33 percent, respectively. It should
be noted that for the specified maneuver criteria the conventional wing configu-
rations are operating well above drag divergence, whereas the supercritical
wings were designed to operate efficiently in this mixed flow environment. It
is recognized that the trim penalties for these supercritical wing configura-
tions will generally be somewhat greater than for the basic or the conventional
wing configurations because of the more negative pitching moments. However,
unpublished data on similar wind-tunnel model configurations indicate that the
trim penalties will not be of sufficient magnitude to offset the significant
drag reductions shown by the supercritical airfoils operating in their design
environment .
11
High-Sweep Minimum Drag Characteristics
The minimum drag characteristics for the configurations with high wing
sweep angles are summarized in figure 40. It can be noted that the drag levels
for the supercritical wing configurations sometimes differed from those for the
corresponding conventional configuration, but there was no significant differ-
ence in the rate of drag increase with Mach number over the range of this
investigation.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The first phase of a wind-tunnel investigation to evaluate a series of
wings designed to demonstrate the maneuver potential of the NASA supercritical
airfoil has been conducted at Mach numbers from 0.60 to 0.975 with an F-111 air-
plane model. Both conventional and supercritical wing designs for several plan-
form configurations were investigated with wing sweep angles from 16.0° to
72.5°, depending on Mach number and wing configuration.
The following conclusions are indicated:
1. The supercritical wing configurations showed substantially lower drag
levels at transonic maneuvering conditions than did the conventional wing
configurations.
2. Drag-divergence Mach numbers for the supercritical wing configura-
tions were significantly higher than the corresponding conventional wing
configurations.
3. Aerodynamic range factor maximums for the supercritical wing configura-
tions evaluated in this phase of the investigation were somewhat lower than for
the conventional wing configurations of the same planforzn.
4. The supercritical airfoil configurations generally had more negative
pitching moments than did the conventional airfoil configurations of the same
planform.
5. For low wing sweep angles and Mach numbers below drag divergence, little
difference was noted in longitudinal stability between the supercritical wing
configuration and the conventional wing configuration.
Langley Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Hampton, VA 23665
May 19, 1977
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TABLE 2.- WING-TIP PLANFORM GEOMETRY
LAI! linear dimensions in cmj
— B.L.
Trailing-edge tip
coordinates
Wing
W2g
W31
W32
W32b
W32cw3n
W35
W36
W37. W38
F.S.
62'. 474
67.023
67.023
67.023
67.023
65.710
64.321
65.710
68.060
B.L.
40.005
36.195
36.195
36.195
36.195
37.676
38.418
37.676
36.195
Wing W29 Wing W31 Wing W32> W32a
a
0
0
.010
.056
.157
.323
.528
.836
1.270
d
0.531
2.077
2.657
3.223
3.779
4.409
4.871
5.278
5.542
a
0
.107
.254
.424
.635
.927
1.334
1.992
2.858
3.897
4.646
6.823
7.727
d
0
1.158
2.370
3.602
4.841
6.098
7.412
8.809
10.206
11.486
12.227
13.165
14.069
a
0
.030
.107
.213
.477
.741
1.270
1.801
2.329
3-388
4.445
5.504
6.563
7.620
8.679
d
0
.930
1.865
3.135
4.898
6.064
7.638
8.913
9-724
11.090
12.116
12.909
13-503
13.981
14.344
15
TABLE 2.- Concluded
Wing W32b Wing W32c Wing H3i|
a
0
.043
<• .074 .
,127
;2T1
.348
... ..572
f .856
U323
: V.989
L.2..570
5 3.038
i .4-.-318
d
0
1.196
2.360
3.546
4.793
6.002
7.249
' : • 8.509
:• 9.926
11.196
11.981
: 12. .405
r
 13-094
a
0
0
.048
.127
.211
.351
.561
.782
1.059
1.308
d
0
9.484
10.266
10.721
11.059
11.399
11.760
11.981
12.149
12.230
a
0
0
.025
.079
.185
.249
.371
.561
.747-
1.270
d
0
1.539 -
5.451
6.370
7.292
7.767
8.265
8:.773
9.050
9.444
Wing Wing W36 Wings W37, W38
•:• rr a
•• o
Q i
.• .025
.058
• 117
.234
.444
.810
1.270
••
:
 d
0
3,005
3.747
4:496
5.233
6.033
6.830
7-493
7.831
a
0
0
.043
.102
.224
.307
.429
.620
.805
1.270
d .
0
4.542
5.471
6.383
7.313
7.795
8.280
8.778
9.070
9.431
a .
0
0
.048
.107
.160
.254
• 338
.460
.655
1.270
d
0
^7.107
8.313
9.515
10.117 i
10.742
11.087
11.400
11.748
12.217
16
,TABLE 3-- AIRFOIL COORDINATES FOR WING W2g
*...;}
•C*/C')U and''-l-
' • . •.' ' ' • i
• • "c • • -,!. r
. t O-.OOOO- -r
r: ."'.0075, ".1
 - .'.0124., •-
- ' .0250 '
.0500
.0700
.1000
.1500
.1999
.2999
.4000
.4998
.5998
,j:J .6999 :, -
.'. '.'... . - TllOfl .
- • . f nyo
1 .7997 '
18498 ---
.8997
,:--i .9197
.,/ ' f40000/:i!:.-.
L.E. radius:
y = 10.
c = 13-
(z/c)u
6.0025
.0128
!
.0163
•• .0230
.0337
.0406
.0490
.0586
.0646
.0693
.0708
.0689
.0617
3 .0509
All ll 1
" .U4H I
.0368
- .0290
• ^ 0211
•i .0128
.0046
0.0085C
548 cm
127 cm •
(z/c)i
0.0025
-.0066
-.0093
-.0137
-.0205
-.0246
-.0298
-.0356
-.0385
-.0408
-.0399
-.0366
-.0296
-.0203
m K7
— . u ID/-
-.0112 i
-.0070
-.0031
.0006':
.0039 •
1
(x/°)u and 1
0.0000
.0051
. .0101
.0304
 ;
.0502
.0704 .
.0999 L--
.1500
.2002
.3000
.3999
.5002
.6001
.7000
.7501 .
.8003
.8500
' .9001
.9498
1.0000
y = 33-138 cm
c = 5-519 cm
(z/c)u,
0.0713
.0815;
.0861
: . .0985
'.1072
- ..1T41
.1224
.1339
.1431
.1569
.1661
.1698
.1694
.1652.
-.1624
-.1588
- .1546'
.1505
' :•. 1.459
' .1422
(z/c)1;
0.0713;
.0621 ;
. .0594:
.0548
-0534
- .0534
.0534'
.0548
.0566
.0603
.0663
.0759
.0888
• .1031
.1100
/1169
.1233"
.1293
.1353
.1404
L.E. radius: 0.01 15c
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Figure 2.- Photographs of model with wing
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Figure 7.- Details of fuselage fairing X168. All linear dimensions in cm.
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(a) Internal drag.
Figure 9.- Model internal drag and mass-flow characteristics.
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Figure 9-- Continued.
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Figure 9.- Concluded.
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Figure 10.- Aerodynamic characteristics for configuration
B80G43H13I71N32V29V38W31X24X168 with winS swePfc 16-0°.
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Figure 11.- Aerodynamic characteristics for configuration
B80G49H13I71N32v29v38w3Uex24 witn winS swept 16.0°.
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(a) M = 0.70.
Figure 12.- Aerodynamic characteristics for configuration
B80G43H13I71N32V29V38W31X2UX168 with wing swept 26.0°.
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Figure 13-- Aerodynamic characteristics for configuration
with wing swept 26.0°.
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Figure 1M.- Aerodynamic characteristics for configuration
B80G17H13I71N32v29v38w32ax24xl68 witn win& swept 26.0°.
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Figure 15.- Effect of wing planform on aerodynamic characteristics for
conventional wing configurations B8oGxH13I71N32v29v38wxx24 with
wing swept 26.0°.
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Figure 16.- Effect of wing planform and airfoil on aerodynamic characteristics
for configurations B8oGxH13I71N32v29v38wxx2U witn winS swept 26.0°.
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Figure 17.- Aerodynamic characteristics for configuration
B80G49H13I71N32v29v38w3i*ex2'4 witn winS swept 26.0°.
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Figure 18.- Effect of wing planform on aerodynamic characteristics for
conventional wing configurations B8oGxH13I71N32v29v38wxx2l witn
wing swept 30.0°.
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Figure 19.- Effect of wing planform and airfoil on aerodynamic characteristics
for configurations B8QGXH-I3IY-IN32V29V38WXX2U with wing swept 30.0°.
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Figure 20.- Aerodynamic characteristics for configuration
B80G50H13I71N32V29V38W36X24 witn winS swept 35.0°.
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Figure 20.- Concluded.
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Figure 21.- Effect of wing planform on aerodynamic characteristics for
supercritical wing configurations
wing swept 35.0°.
with
1,68.
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Figure 22.- Aerodynamic characteristics for configuration
B80G^9H13I71N32v29v38w3ilex24 with winS swept 35.0°.
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Figure 22.- Continued.
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Figure 22.- Continued.
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Figure 22.- Continued.
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Figure 23.- Aerodynamic characteristics for configuration
B80G47H13I71N32V29V38W32X24X168 with win8 swept U5.0°.
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Figure 23.- Continued.
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Figure 23.- Continued.
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Figure 23.- Continued.
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Figure 23.- Continued.
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Figure 23.- Continued.
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Figure 23-- Continued.
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Figure 24.- Aerodynamic characteristics for configuration
B80G17H13I71N32V29V38W29X24X25 with winS swept 72.5°.
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Figure 25.- Aerodynamic characteristics for configuration
with wing swept 63.7°.
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Figure 25.- Continued.
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Figure 25.- Concluded.
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Figure 26.- Aerodynamic characteristics for configuration
B80GU7H13I71N32V29V38W32X24X168 witn winS swept 63-7°.
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Figure 26.- Continued.
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Figure 26.- Concluded.
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Figure 27.- Aerodynamic characteristics for configuration
B80G50I71N32V29V38W36X24 witn wing swept 58.0°.
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Figure 27.- Continued.
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Figure 27.- Continued.
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Figure 21.- Continued.
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Figure 28.- Effect of wing planform on aerodynamic characteristics for
supercritical wing configurations
maximum wing sweep angle.
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Figure 28.- Continued.
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Figure 28.- Continued.
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Figure 28.- Concluded.
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Figure 29.- Effect of fuselage fairing X-]68 on aerodynamic characteristics
for configuration with wing swept 26.0°.
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Figure 29.- Continued.
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Figure 29.- Continued.
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Figure 29.- Concluded.
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Figure 30.- Effect of fuselage fairing X-)68 on aerodynamic characteristics
for configuration with wing swept 63.7°.
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Figure 30.- Continued.
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Figure 30.- Continued.
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Figure 30.- Continued.
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Figure 30.- Continued.
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Figure 30.- Concluded.
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Figure 31.- Effect of wing-tip planform shape on aerodynamic characteristics
for configurations B8oG47H-|3l7iN32v29v38wxx24xl68 with wing swept 26.0°.
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Figure 31.- Continued.
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Figure 31.- Concluded.
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Figure 32.- Effect of horizontal tail on aerodynamic characteristics of
configuration with wing swept 26.0°.
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Figure 32.- Continued.
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Figure 33-- Effect of internal mass-flow ratio on aerodynamic characteristics
V
for configurations B 8 o G 4 H i l i N 2 V 2 V 8 W i j X 2 4 witn winS swept 2'6.0°.
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Figure 33-- Continued.
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Figure 33.- Continued.
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Figure 34.- Effect of internal mass-flow ratio on aerodynamic characteristics
* xfor configurations B8oG5oH-|3l7iN32V29V8W6X24 with wing swept 26.0°.
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Figure 34.- Continued.
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Figure 34.- Continued.
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Figure 35.- Variation of pitch ing-moment coefficient with Mach number.
0.465; A = 26.0°; 6h = 0°; transition b unless otherwise noted.
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Figure 36.- Variation of pitching-moment coefficient with Mach number.
CL = 0.670; A = 26.0°; <Sh = 0°; transition b unless otherwise noted.
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Figure 37.- Variation of cruise drag coefficient with Mach number.
A = 26.0°; 6n = 0°; transition b unless otherwise noted.
= 0.165;
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Figure' 38.- Variation of maneuver drag coefficient with Mach number. CL = 0.670;
A = 26.0°; 6h = 0°; transition b unless otherwise noted.
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Figure 39.- Variation of aerodynamic range factor with Mach number. A = 26.0°;
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Figure 40.- Variation of minimum drag coefficient with Mach number for maximum
wing sweep angle. 6^ = 0°; transition a.
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